September 24, 2013

CAMRA BC Liquor Policy Review Meeting
The Campaign for Real Ale Society of British Columbia (CAMRA BC) is an independent, volunteer-operated,
consumer organization that was incorporated in 1985. Representing approximately 1,500 members, CAMRA BC
is the single largest liquor-related stakeholder group in the province, with branches in Vancouver, Victoria,
South Fraser, Powell River and the Fraser Valley.
CAMRA BC advocates for consumer rights, promotes education, and supports craft beer in the community. Our
membership wishes to see the following changes in British Columbia's liquor regulations:

Farmers Markets Craft Beer Sales
Allow for tastings, growler fills and limited packaged product sales at farmers markets for small local producers.
• Very successful in other North American jurisdictions.
• Popular CAMRA BC survey with over 300 letters sent.
• Farmers market organizations very interested.
• Great sales and marketing opportunity for nano-producers.
• Negligible impact on existing licensees in the area.
• Ecologically-friendly and produces smaller carbon footprint.

Discretionary Pricing
Allow bar owners the option to change prices throughout the day within guidelines stipulated by the LCLB.
• Very common in other jurisdictions.
• Allows bar owners more flexibility.
• Would allow option for discounts on drinks for CAMRA BC members.
• Lower prices for consumers who already pay a lot to drink in BC.
• Not shown to increase problem drinking.
• Study in Ontario showed no significant changes in drinking habits.

Growler Markup Reduction
Reverse the recent increase in markup for these refillable vessels to encourage this unique, ecologically-friendly method of distribution.
• Environmentally responsible
• Only available from microbreweries and brewpubs.
• Culturally & historically significant.
• Represents small fraction of all liquor sales.
• Not distributed through BCLDB.
• A small cut in markup would increase sales and tax revenue.
• Very popular campaign to reduce the markup.
• Could successfully be extended to restaurants, bars, retailers, wineries and farmers markets.

Regulation Over Policy-As-Law
At present, there is too much unregulated power for the LCB to write liquor policy on the fly―policy which is,
in effect, law.
• Many examples of perceived victimization.
• Badly-worded policy is open to inconsistent interpretations.
• Fear of reprisal keeps licensees silent.
• Appeal process difficult and deliberately difficult.
• No public input into policy decisions.
• Historically insufficient Ministerial oversight.
• Independent appeal board/watchdog successful in other jurisdictions.

Enforcement of Draft Beer Serving Sizes
Enforce measures to protect consumers and ensure draft beer measures are not misrepresented or misleading.
• Protect consumers from being misled by misrepresentation of serving sizes.
• No standardized measures for draft beer serving sizes like in most other jurisdictions.
• Current regulation totally unenforced.
• Consumers are regularly being defrauded.
• Require licensees use only legally-defined measures.

Government Liquor Store Policy Review
Like BC wines, ensure BC craft beers are listed, featured and suitably promoted in BC Liquor Stores.
• Small and new breweries cannot get SKUs.
• Successful with BC wine.
• Promotion of BC talent & produce.
• Local breweries featured in local stores.
• Higher profit margin on craft beer.

Legal Parity for All Liquor
LCLB and LDB policies and regulations should apply equally, where possible, to all liquor categories and industry
sectors.
• Perceived legal favouritism and ‘class’ distinctions between beverage types.
• Opportunity to create cohesive, comprehensive policy.
• Simplifies and reduces licensing and regulations.
• Shares best practices.
• Examples: corkage for craft beer, growler fills for wineries.

Allow Minors in Liquor Primary Premises
Allow minors, accompanied by responsible adults, into pubs for a more family-oriented atmosphere during
daytime operating hours.
• Option for bar-owners to allow children with responsible adults until 9:00pm.
• Distinctions between types of license becoming absurd.
• Encourages family dynamic and helps integrate neighbourhood pubs into community.
• No point in keeping children away.
• Simpler rules for family tourism.

Redesign Special Occasions Licenses
Reform and modernize regulations and policies surrounding Special Occasion Licenses to reflect 21st-century
values and attitudes.
• Remove limits on application frequency.
• Allow more flexibility on event type to promote creativity.
• Track record to be taken into account.
• Applications should available from all liquor stores.
• Reduce draconian regulations.
• Consistency between types of liquor events.
• Allow “family” sections if organizers want same.
• Allow beer festivals greater flexibility in pricing to allow them to offer specialty and premium products.

Home-brewing Considerations
Give a greater legal flexibility to home-brewers and recognition of their growing contribution to the craft beer
community.
• Increasing knowledge and education of beer styles and brewing processes.
• Next generation of brewers and breweries in training.
• Allow licenced venues the option of hosting homebrew club meetings.
• Creative SOL could allow homebrew at certain events.

We appreciate the opportunity to discuss the review of BC’s liquor laws with you.

Yours truly,
Rick Green
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pres@camrabc.ca
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Paddy Treavor
President, CAMRA BC – Powell River Branch
prespowellriver@camrabc.ca
For and on behalf of:
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P.O. Box 47013
15-555 West 12th Avenue
Vancouver, BC V5Z 3X7

Background Discussion
Farmers Markets Craft Beer Sales
Farmers markets are an important, traditional sales channel for small, artisan producers with a low production volume
that is insufficient to supply a larger market. Growing public interest and support of local food in British Columbia is
leading to an increase in the number of farmers markets. A natural extension of the products offered―not all is food―is
locally-produced artisan beer, wine and spirits. These have successfully been introduced in North American jurisdictions
ranging from Nova Scotia and New York to Oregon and Washington.
Farmers markets organizations in British Columbia have expressed a keen interest in offering local artisan beer, wine and
spirits. During the summer, CAMRA Vancouver surveyed the public at a number of these markets and received a very
positive response.
CAMRA BC would like to see the legalization of tastings, growler fills and packaged product sales at BC farmers markets for
small, local producers of beer, wine and spirits. Given the limited nature of qualifying producers and low sales volumes,
we believe the impact on retailers of alcoholic beverages within the markets' catchment area will be negligible.

Growler Markup Reduction
Growlers are refillable vessels that are regaining popularity in British Columbia. On April 1, 2013, the BC government
stipulated that all growler sales are subject to the highest beer markup rate which is levied on all packaged, non-draught
products. CAMRA BC feels that the logic for this decision is flawed. The markup should be reduced, at the very least, to
that levied on draught beer. As of September , 2013, 2,116 citizens have signed our petition
(http://www.gopetition.com/petitions/save-the-growler.html) in support of a reduced growler markup.
Similar to draught beer, growlers are reusable vessels filled at the brewery for transportation directly to the point of
consumption. The advantages to the consumer are:
• least cost for a premium commercial product
access to fresh beer at the peak of its condition, minimizing deterioration from heat, light and time
virtual elimination of waste
development of a personal relationship with their local brewer
growth in product choice
The advantages to industry are:
• opens a new sales channel
development of a personal relationship with consumers for direct feedback for improvement
reduces product spoilage from heat, light and time
reduces barriers to market entry, i.e. nano-breweries
may reduce costs by eliminating need for packaging line
The advantages to government are:
• helps stimulate private sector growth, creating more jobs
supports a more cost-effective distribution model that delivers greater net tax revenue
encourages a more sustainable distribution model that helps the BCLDB & BC government meet its green targets
Given the above, we believe growler sales could also successfully be extended to restaurants, bars, retailers, wineries and
farmers markets.

Enforcement of Draft Beer Serving Sizes
Currently there are no legislated serving sizes for draft beer in BC, other than maximum serving sizes―cannot exceed 24oz
or 680ml (LCLB Liquor Policy Directive 10-04). Therefore, licensees are free to serve draft beer in whatever measure they
see fit as long as it does not exceed the maximum.
As well, there is no legislation for licensees to use glassware that shows how much volume their glasses actually hold.
Therefore, consumers are forced to trust that licensees are being honest about how much they are serving which,
unfortunately, many are not, whether by design or through ignorance.
There is a LCLB regulation in place that requires licensees to provide consumers with a serving size/price list but few
comply and there is no enforcement from the LCLB when they do not, therefore no repercussions.
It is commonplace for licensees to advertise that they are serving “pints” of beer, then produce a much smaller measure
than the 20 imperial ounces (568ml) that the Federal Weights and Measures Act defines as a legal pint in Canada. At
times, this done as an honest mistake, as the term “pint” has become a slang for a serving of beer. At other times, it is a
conscious deception on the part of the licensee. But legally, it is necessary to produce 20 oz when advertising a pint, yet
many licensees in BC do not.
To further complicate matters, the most common glassware used to serve draft beer is known as a “sleeve”. There is no
current legal definition as to what constitutes a sleeve. There are many different versions of sleeve glasses on the market,
ranging from 16oz (454ml) to 12oz (341ml). These glasses are manufactured to be almost indistinguishable from each
other.
Due to unmarked glassware―glassware not showing where it should be filled to to provide a full measure―poor
enforcement of existing consumer protection laws and the undefined nature of a sleeve of beer, BC consumers are
consistently and systematically being defrauded.
Imagine going to a gas station to buy a “litre” of gas and having 750ml of gas pumped into your tank. Or, even worse,
going to a gas station to buy gas for a set price and being at the whim of the gas station attendant as to how much gas that
price gets you. This is happening to the draft beer consumer daily throughout the province.
Solution
Enforce the legal requirement that licensees provide a serving size list for draft beer and ensure this list is posted in a
visible place for consumers to easily refer to. Included on this list should be price, serving size and % alcohol by volume of
the beer so that consumers can make informed decisions on what they are purchasing and consuming.
Define what constitutes a “sleeve” of beer with an empirical measure―be that 16oz, 14oz or 12oz―and require all
licensees who use “sleeves” to use that measure and that measure only.
Require that all sleeves and other glassware used for draft beer have plimsoll lines―otherwise known as “fill to here”
lines―so that consumers know they are receiving full measures of beer. Allow a two-year phase-in period where licensees
replace existing glassware with new, marked glassware.
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Government Liquor Store Policy Review
Overall domestic beer sales in BC have had a marginal increase in the past year―a 0.87% increase in dollars sold and a
1.47% increase in volume sold. These increases are solely on the backs of small-to-medium breweries (please refer to
handout and highlighted figures)―specifically, small breweries that produce under 15,000hl of beer where gains of
38.81% and 35.57 %, for dollars and litres sold have been realized.

The big, national breweries have sales figures that have been steadily declining for years (again, refer to LDB statistics
provided). Yet, if you walk into any government liquor store, these breweries’ displays take up the majority of floor space
and the premium space designed to catch the consumer’s attention. BC craft breweries, on the other hand, have their
beers hidden away on shelves placed amongst imported beers and ciders.
Despite the fact their sales have been increasing significantly for several years, many small craft breweries find it difficult
to sell their beer in BC Liquor Stores due to an outdated listing application procedure based on production volume, not on
quality or category sales.
Last March, the LDB disclosed that small- to medium-sized breweries have 160 listings. Therefore, the LDB feel they are
adequately supporting small BC breweries. When you consider that there are now 55 craft breweries operating in BC, with
15-20 new craft breweries slated to open in the next year, that amounts to 2.3 SKUs per brewery.
Of those 160 listings, 25 are from Okanagan Spring and Granville Island, both large-scale breweries masquerading as craft
breweries. Therefore, the total listings for small BC breweries is even smaller, shrinking to 1.9 SKUs per brewery. With
Howe Sound Inn and Brewing Co., for example, producing 20 different beer styles within a given year, this is clearly
inadequate.
Now consider that Molson and Labatt―both breweries in the production category where sales are dropping
significantly―have over 60 listings for their beers, including 10 listings alone for Molson Canadian lager and 18 listings for
Budweiser and Bud Light. As a result, the LDB turns down BC craft breweries for listings because they claim to not have
enough space in their stores to accommodate more craft listings.
Some of the requirements brewery representatives are reporting they need to meet to get a beer listed are that a brewery
must be able to supply 50 government stores and have $40,000 in annual sales for that particular beer. Many small
breweries do not want to supply the whole BC Liquor Store system and only want to sell in their own communities, yet
they are being prevented from doing so.
Small communities want to support their local breweries by buying their products, yet often cannot find these beers in the
government liquors stores because the breweries cannot get a listing.
Solution
CAMRA BC proposes that the LDB supply automatic listings to all BC breweries who apply for to sell in all BC Liquor Stores
within 50km of where their brewery is located. This would allow smaller production breweries to distribute via the BC
Liquor Stores in their local communities, many of which have very limited options in regards to private liquor outlets. If the
brewery has the production capacity to supply a larger area, then the LDB has the opportunity to distribute these beers to
a wider consumer base if they so desire.
CAMRA also proposes that the LBD allow breweries to deliver directly to the BC Liquor Stores, especially in smaller,
remote communities where it is difficult for those breweries to get their products to the government warehouses in
Vancouver and Kamloops.
Given the success of the BC wine industry, in no small part due to the efforts of the BCLDB to feature and promote quality
local products, CAMRA BC is confident similar success can be achieved for BC craft beer. CAMRA would like to see BC
Liquor Stores give priority to BC craft beer, creating special sections and displays similar to those BC wines are marketed
in. This could further growth in the craft brewing and ancillary industries―.g. agriculture, hospitality, manufacturing,
tourism, transportation―increasing tax revenue and even creating opportunities for export development.
Finally, CAMRA would like to see improved distribution and handling of craft beer with the use of refrigeration,
recognizing the perishable nature of an unfiltered, unpasteurized product. This will reduce product spoilage from heat,
light and time, ensuring the consumer receives an unspoiled, premium product.

Allow Minors in Liquor Primary Premises
We can all agree that there are certain places and certain milieux that we do not want minors associated with. Liquor
primary establishments have traditionally been these places in BC, but we propose that this, under certain circumstances,
does not have to be the case. Often liquor primary establishments, such as small neighbourhood pubs, are just as
appropriate for families as other licensed establishments where minors, accompanied by responsible adults, are currently
allowed.
In Europe and many other parts of the world, minors are allowed in bars when accompanied by
or obvious impact on public safety or increase in underaged drinking.

adults with no apparent

In BC, minors are allowed in restaurants where, in some cases, there are multi-page wine lists, dozens of draft beer taps
and over a hundred seats. Yet, in the quiet neighbourhood pub just down the road, where the atmosphere may be calmer
and more oriented to families, minors are not allowed due to licensing restrictions.
Minors, accompanied by responsible adults, are allowed in lounges where alcohol is served and food is not the primary
focus. Minors are allowed in bowling alleys that have liquor licenses and where distinct consuming areas are not defined.
Minors are allowed at weddings and private events held under Special Occasion Licenses where alcohol is served without
a separate area for alcohol to be consumed. Minors in the company of adults are allowed in on-site lounges at breweries,
wineries and distilleries where they sit with adults who are consuming alcohol.
And still, minors are not allowed in neighbourhood pubs due to licensing that makes no sense when you look at the above
examples.
Solution
It is CAMRA BC’s proposal that liquor primary licensees can apply for an endorsement on their liquor primary license to
have minors, accompanied by responsible adults, on their premises under strict guidelines:
• Minors cannot consume alcohol under any circumstances.
• Responsible adults accompanying minors must be with the minors at all times and cannot be intoxicated.
• Minors are not allowed in any liquor primary establishment, no matter what the circumstances, after 7:00pm.
Licenses set the hours, up to 7:00pm, that minors, accompanied by responsible adults, are allowed in their establishments.
• Licensees do not have to apply to allow minors and can choose to stay as a +19 establishment if they so choose.
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Redesign Special Occasions Licenses
Currently, anyone in BC who wants to host an event where alcohol is served, and who is not in possession of a license
from the LCLB to serve alcohol, must apply for a Special Occasion License (SOL). Depending on whether you are applying
for a private event, such as a wedding or family reunion, or a festival, there are different conditions that must be met
under the terms of the SOL. CAMRA BC believes that adjusting a few of these conditions will enhance the enjoyment of
these events without putting public safety at risk.
Currently, beer can be only be sold at $4.00 per 12oz while wine can be sold at 100% mark-up of the purchase price. This
price cap restricts the quality of beer that can be offered at events, eliminating, in many cases, specialty and unique craft
beers. Exemptions can be applied for, if the event is a charitable event, but each exemption costs $100.
In outdoor areas, or areas where only part of the area is indoors, liquor must be sold and consumed in a defined (with

barriers), enclosed area otherwise known as a “beer garden”. These areas are over-19 only. This prohibits many adults
with their families, from enjoying a beer at an event because they are unable to have their children enter the beer
gardens, many of which are separated by small, see-through fences.
Outdoor events, no matter where they are held, cannot be held later than 10:00pm.
Homemade wine or homebrewed beer is not allowed to be served, even at no charge, at private events.

Solution
Increase the limit that beer can be sold for under SOLs, similar to pricing for wines, so that organizers can offer unique and
rare craft beers while recouping their costs.
Allow for minors, accompanied by adults, to enter outdoor “beer garden” areas if event organizers so wish to apply for
this type exemption and do not charge for this exemption.
Consider allowing outdoor events to serve past 10:00pm on a case-by-case basis.
Allow homemade wine and homebrewed beer to be served at private SOL events. Charge a flat fee per litre as a tax for the
government and only allow this wine and beer to be given away to those in attendance and of legal age to consume
alcohol.

